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Spotfire DecisionSite Version 9.1.1

This document highlights the new capabilities in version 9.1.1 of Spotfire DecisionSite.

With version 9.1.1, the Spotfire DecisionSite suite of products continues to offer researchers, engineers and analysts in the life sciences, energy and manufacturing industries, as well as academic and government institutions, a direct, interactive, visual approach to data analysis that rapidly reveals insights and unexpected relationships to solve problems. For thousands of users supporting a wide range of analytic processes and applications— from drug discovery and process engineering to energy exploration and national safety— Spotfire DecisionSite is the solution they rely on to make their decisions.

Version 9.1.1 of Spotfire DecisionSite brings valuable enhancements to existing general functionality and to TIBCO Spotfire DecisionSite® for Lead Discovery, and builds on some of the new features that were part of the Spotfire DecisionSite 9.1 release.

Read on for more details on all the latest changes.
Spotfire DecisionSite® for Lead Discovery

Support for Symyx® Draw Enterprise Edition 3.0
Spotfire DecisionSite 9.1.1 adds support for recently-released Symyx Draw Enterprise Edition 3.0 as a structure renderer for use with the Lead Discovery module. Please note that support for Symyx Draw 2.1 was also introduced in the prior DecisionSite 9.1 release, and that support for versions of Symyx Draw lower than 2.1 have been dropped.


For the complete list of 3rd party chemistry components supported by the DecisionSite Lead Discovery module, please visit [http://support.spotfire.com/sr_ds.asp](http://support.spotfire.com/sr_ds.asp).

Analysis and General Enhancements

Label Position Persistence
DecisionSite 9.1 introduced the ability to label scatter plot markers with chemical structures. Illustrating your structure oriented analyses is easier than ever: simply arrange and size the structures associated with markers of interest and then export as an image or directly to Microsoft® Powerpoint.

Now in 9.1.1, the capability to manually position and resize marker labels that was introduced in Spotfire DecisionSite 9.1 has been enhanced to persist positioning when filters are changed and when files are saved and reopened. Now, when you adjust the location of marker labels, the location of those labels will remain fixed as you perform other common analysis actions such as filtering the data.

![Label Position Persistence](image)

Searchable X-axis selector in bar chart
The searchable and re-sizeable axis selectors, which are available in most DecisionSite plots, are now available on the bar chart X-axis, making it much easier to configure and manage analyses with data sets that have many columns or long column names.
Note that the bar chart’s previous axis-selector options related to binning and configuration have been moved to the context (right-click) menu.

New Capabilities for Developers

Licensed DecisionSite Developers can manipulate many of the new features of Spotfire DecisionSite 9.1.1 with fully supported and documented APIs. Check http://developer.spotfire.com for the latest additions related to the new features.

Updated System Requirements

There are no major changes to the System Requirements in this release. For a complete list of current system requirements, please visit http://support.spotfire.com/sr_ds.asp